
MOBILE WORKING STATION ON 
WHEELS FOR MAKE-UP

The floor-stand display on wheels 
MAKEUP-STAND Cantoni is a convenient 
mobile makeupstation for either off-store and 
in-store promotional events. 
The makeup-stand is especially engineered 
for beauty promotional days because of the 
integrated lighed mirror.

Compact, sturdy, easy to move and with many 
convenient compartments, this floor-stand is 
handcrafted in Italy and made of safe and
certified raw material. 

I-Light, the lighting system specifically 
engineered by Cantoni for make-up artists, is 
the standard lighting system for these floor 
makeup stands.

MAKEUP STAND
The floor-stand display on wheels



Professional lighting: 6 I-light lighting points, adjustable intensity option

The MAKEUP STAND with mirror can be set effortlessly turning into a
promotional beauty workstation: the tables offer a large space for products,
while the upper block is a gorgeous makeup station with a wide lighted
makeup mirror.

◆ Spacious andLarge: the upper sliding tray and the deep slots are useful 
to display the products you are promoting.
◆ Professional: finishings in aluminium, chrome-plated fixes
◆ Lighting: 6 I-light lighting points set in the mirror frame.
High light efficiency, 4200°kelvin light colour (ideal for make-up works).

MAKE UP STAND

Technical sheet
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Upper block with slots, deep central space and sliding trays





All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology.
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.

We are always available to respond to every request and question about products.
Our technical department is then available for custom projects

PLEASE NOTE:
Cantoni reserves the right to modify at any time the items in the catalogue for technical or commercial purposes.
Shipments are made from our offices in San Marino
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